Our Creator-Centric Future

The Trend Towards
Creator-Centric Content
In marketing circles, organizations have slowly learned to become comfortable
with user-generated content. The same trend can be observed in Learning &
Development programs. Learning Experience Platforms (LXPs) are built on the idea
that user-generated content can offer an invaluable learning experience regardless
of production quality.

A quick history of video trends
2005
Flash Video Production
There are few producers of eLearning video content, often with big studio set-ups.
Low resolution video recorded from cellphones with 1 or 2 megapixel cameras
capture major breaking news events including earthquakes and terrorist attacks.

2014

2010

Broadening the Definition of Video
Holding and recording virtual meetings, recording screens
and providing voice-over for PowerPoint presentations.

Video in the Field
Production becomes more
accessible for smaller teams,
production standards less
rigid. Steve Jobs’ “Thoughts
on Flash” open letter is
the beginning of the end
for Adobe’s Flash market
dominance.

2017

Growing Comfort with
Mobile Video

2016

Video Microlearning
Teams have learnt that hour-long
videos aren’t always the most efficient
format for your content—creating
smaller pieces of content that are
easier to consume where needed.

The iPhone X launches—the latest
in a string of multi-camera, Ultra
HD video-capable phones that
resonate with the market. With
near-broadcast-level cameras in
their pockets, users are increasingly
comfortable with creating highquality video content.

2019
Creator-Centric Video
Building platforms where employees can upload
and share their preferred learning formats to the
wider team.

A truly creator-centric approach isn’t about patching knowledge leaks as and when they
present themselves. Find out more about the cultural decision your organization needs
to make and download our ebook,

Our Creator Centric Future:

How to Build Effective Learning Programs in a World Where Everyone Is a Creator
Download today by clicking here, or go to peoplefluent.com/resources/learning/
@InstilledLXP
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